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Abstract. All cultures and religions of the world, in all theirs branches and 
sects, have their own point of view and way of teaching when it comes to the 
human body, its purification and physiological needs. It was not only the result 
of social and cultural dimensions of the times, but also the then common medi-
cal knowledge shaping opinions and views on these matters. The paper dis-
cusses and analyzes the complex religious and cultural aspects affecting the 
reactions and attitudes towards water, bathing and hygiene practices and defin-
ing the range of the needs, requirements and preferences for public health, hy-
giene and sanitary environment, its form and equipment. 
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1 Introduction 

Undoubtedly, the issue of public health and hygiene conditions was closely related to 
people anytime, anywhere. Ways of dealing with it was different, not only dictated by 
the difference of cultures and religions, but also different over the centuries. Available 
technology had an undeniable part in this, but social, cultural and religious aspects of 
shaping the public space of hygiene and sanitation activities were far more important 
determinants. These conditions not only determined the universal attitude to human 
existence and everything that was associated with it, but they were also deeply rooted 
in the rights of religious and social rules and norms, the violation of which caused 
certain legal sanctions. 

In deliberations about religious and cultural aspects in shaping the public space of 
hygiene and sanitary activities a symbolism of water is playing the very important 
role. Water as a ritual symbol of purification plays a key role in almost all religions. 
From the first moment when man invented rituals and deities, which gave the cult, the 
notion of purification was attached to the act of ritual ablutions. Cultic washing was 
not only cleaning the dirt. It also freed from spiritual impurities and washed sins. 

In addition to purification of body and soul, the water would also allow entry into 
another state of being. Since time immemorial, water has been regarded as a symbol 
of transition, by marking characteristic moments in human life. Water was also used 
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during the celebration of the rhythm of the seasons. The use of water was also essen-
tial during certain rituals and the ceremonies associated with the initiation.  

Development of medicine caused, that religious and sacred significance of water 
was obscured its hygienic properties. However, the new reactions and attitudes to-
wards bathing didn't smear the symbolic meanings of water. Even though hygiene 
rules result from scientific bases, the human contact with water and bath have actually 
cultural importance. Cultural aspects became crucial when it comes to bathing habits 
in different civilizations. They also influenced the form of public places of hygiene 
and sanitary activities in various cultures and they shaped the ways of using it. 

2 Cleanness of a Body as a Religious Canon 

Washing oneself in clear water before paying homage to the gods and deities became 
part of the ceremonial of every religion. In Egypt, people washed their faces and 
hands before offering up their prayers to the goddess Isis, while the priests bathed 
their bodies at least twice every night and twice during the day. 

According to the records in the Old Testament, God demanded from Aaron and his 
sons that they washed legs and hands before liturgical activities. The water, however, 
was not the appropriate symbol of the spiritual life, until to the New Testament era, 
when Christianity properly understood bath commanded by Moses, in which the mat-
ter and spirituality coincided for the first time. St John the Baptist baptized the first 
Christians in the river Jordan. This act was replaced much later (around the seventh 
century AD) by the simple expedient treatment of pouring a few drops to the head. 
According to Tertullian, the famous Christian apologist of the second century of our 
era, the water had inherent natural cleansing properties. As a essence of holiness, it 
could remove all taint and dirt and open the way to the new state of existing.  

All the prophets of the great religions - Manu, Buddha, Confucius, Moses and Mu-
hammad - came to the essence of the moral attributes of water, ordering ablutions in 
their teachings, until finally the water came to be seen as "cleansing the souls" as well 
as the bodies. 

In India, water had the power of giving life, strength and purity, both in the spiri-
tual as well as material sphere. The followers of Brahma bathed once or twice a day, 
in the holy river or pool, and rinsed his face and hands several times a day. Hinduism 
imposed on his followers, who want to clean up the flaws, the duty of ritual bathing in 
the waters of the rivers, which are still regarded as sacred, the Ganges at the head. 

In the Jewish religion, the ritual bath - mikvah (in the sense of the Hebrew - the con-
centration of water), was ordered by Moses. According to the Talmud, the Jews may 
not live in the city without a public baths. Although the mikvah is not a cleansing bath 
in point of fact, because one should be thoroughly washed before using it. It is mainly 
reserved for women and requires total immersion of the body in clean water at a specif-
ic and significant moments in a woman's life: before the wedding (a male analogue 
exists only for this bath), after childbirth, after a trip, and after touching a dead body. 
The basic principle of mikvah was exactly specified - the water could not be standing, 
but naturally flowing water. Therefore Jews tried to locate and use a sources or ground 
water. If this proved to be impossible, it was allowed to collect rainwater. The bath 
chamber was size about six square meters and it was filled with rose water. Inside of 
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the tank was available with the stairs leading from the upper level. A small room above 
the tub was designed for the woman supervising the proper conduct of the ritual acts. 
Changing room with stone benches against the walls and windows in the frame of 
precious stones overlooking the surface of water was an additional element. 

Muslims, who require total physical cleansing for the celebration of Fridays pray-
ers, have a similar canon, associated the Koran law with the practice of the hammam 
(Turkish public bath). As a sign of purity to Allah, Muslims wash their hands, faces 
and feet before each of the five obligatory prayers in a day. Ablutions in the fountain 
are executed when they pray along the way, because, as Sufi science says, "cleanli-
ness is a part of faith." Not without reason, Islamic culture led to the development of 
the ancient idea of public baths. The hammam is compared by Muslims to the mos-
que, where ritual ablutions are a part of the preparation for the Friday prayers. But in 
addition to the rituals of purification, the hammam is a place serving meditation, spiri-
tual exercises performed in the state intensified sensory awareness, for both physical 
and mental relaxation. According to the beliefs, the hammam had the power of heal-
ing seriously ill patients. Even today it is called the "silent doctor". The magical na-
ture of the hammam, intelligible only to the followers of Islam, as dictated by their 
religion and culture, gives it the status of a holy place. But it is not surprising, because 
that purity in Islam has a rank of holiness. 

In Japan, Buddhist rituals dating back to the sixth century AD, were entirely consis-
tent with Shintoism, in which physical health and spiritual purity are inseparable bond. 
Like most other religions, Shintoism identifies the immorality with dirt, the morality 
with purity. Bathing in Shintoism is part of a whole sequence of purification rituals, 
even today in a place of pilgrimage one can hear the sound of the ancient rites. Prior to 
joining the indoor pool area one should draw water and rinse the mouth and hands. 
Gifted thousands of hot springs because of volcanic islands, the Japanese consider 
them to be a gift of the gods to Earth - some of the temples are built on such sources 
worshiped for thousands of years. The Japanese have one thousand hot springs because 
of volcanic origin of the islands and consider them a gift of the gods to Earth - some of 
the temples are built on such sources worshiped for thousands of years. 

The water has been regarded as a symbol of passage, by marking specific moments 
in human life. Bath after birth is common to most civilizations, as well as a ritual bath 
before the wedding, and the washing of the dead body as a symbol of purity of soul 
before the journey to the next life. 

It was also used during the celebration of the rhythm of the seasons. The Celts and 
Germanic tribes consisted their thanks to nature for the life-giving rain in the spring, 
by immersing themselves in a large vat of water brewed with herbs and spring flow-
ers. This custom was known as May Day Bath and maintained today as part of the 
celebration of St. John. According to a proverb, bath made during this day was worth 
as much as the other nine baths. Amongst worshipped Slavic gods god of the bath - 
Kupala was especially adored. Old Slavic prototype of the modern bathroom was 
spacious separate room in the dugout and treated with religious reverence. All impor-
tant feasts and ceremonies were held in this room. Christmas traditions were also 
celebrated in it. Slavs feasting on the benches strewn towels. The threshing floor was 
well compacted and inlaid with ceramics. Night dishes and a bathtub were basic in-
struments - tub in the form of burned trunk, by hand carved out of the lime tree, which 
gave the body a unique fragrance. 
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Water was also used in certain rituals of initiation. In the Middle Ages, before ac-
colade, candidate for a knight having spent the previous three nights in prayer and 
fasting, then took a bath in a large tub of warm water and fragrant herbs. [2, 8, 9, 11] 

3 The Symbols of Water in a Secular Context 

Water is a symbol of purification and passage in a religious context. It is also a sym-
bol of regeneration and renewal in the secular sphere. American Indian steam baths 
symbolized rebirth. They had ways of experiencing the changeable state of existing. 
Inside conical hut they built the hearth, covered them with stones, and then sprinkled 
the hot stones with water mixed with cleaning herbs - sage, lavender. Even the struc-
ture of the hut was symbolic. The roof was usually made of willow branches, because 
this tree had analgesic properties. Number of vertical beams, stones over a fire - all 
had a specific meaning. Before the ceremony the hut was covered with the fabric 
creating the semi-darkness what symbolized the return to the Mother Earth and de-
noted safety and protection. Hot steam caused the excretion of sweat - water returning 
to Mother Earth with gratitude for the food. After opening the door steam rose to the 
sky, home of the Great Spirit.  

In Western civilizations, generally the total immersion of the body represents re-
birth - notion the most protected in the symbolism of the bath. To go into water that is 
to return, completely literally, to the source of  life, and even - from the time of the 
psychoanalysis – to life in the womb of the mother. Floating on the water  is con-
nected with a safety. The emergence from the bath gives you a sense of recovery, 
being a new person. The Demeter worship of ancient Greeks was also associated with 
plunging under waves in order next to emerge with a new name and with a new life. 

Bathing in cold water, the French philosopher Gaston Bachelard, described as a 
dream of renewal, the "Fountain of Youth", which has the strength and power of reju-
venation. Dreams of restoring to health by water were often associated with hope for 
curing of ailments and diseases. Ancient Egyptians regarded the water treatment as an 
effective cure in case of many physical and psychological complaints. In Greece, the 
health-giving properties of water have been known and prescribed as a remedy since 
the time of Hippocrates. They were also supported by Galen. In the second century 
BC Asclepiades of Prusa founded the medical school in Rome, where he emphasized 
the therapeutic use of water. It was one of the reasons for building the Roman thermal 
baths and spas localized in areas of natural resources.  

Warm springs – the thermal springs - were popular in all ages. However, they  
became particularly popular in the nineteenth century, when there was a development 
of medicine and a treatment hot springs and spas actually adopted. Then created bal-
neotherapy and hydrotherapy centers, fashionable as excellent to spend holidays and 
vacations, a place for the elite. Over the nineteenth century, a strong conviction about 
the health qualities of water were partly rejected due to the development of science 
and technology. Religious and sacred importance of water was obscured its hygienic 
properties. The earlier gift from God and the nature was replaced with the industrial, 
standardized and sold product. However, new sense of water didn't smear its symbolic 
meanings. Even if hygiene rules result from scientific bases, the human relationship 
with water and purity criteria have actually cultural significance. [2, 3, 9, 11] 
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4 Cultural Influences on Bathing Habits in Different 
Civilizations 

Not without reason, Islamic culture led to the development of the ancient idea of 
public baths. We are accustomed to call it simply, a Turkish bath. However, the ham-
mam, although entered in the alleys of the Muslim cities, carries with itself more than 
just a bath. The hammam fit to the specific logic of the purity of Islam, understanda-
ble only to this culture. Practices of the hammam are an integral part of the Turkish 
and Arabic lifestyle. In this place is possible to clean the body, but also to relax and to 
recreate. Idea of the warm bath (in the Arabic "hamma" means "to warm") is referring 
to times of the Eastern Empire, but in contrast with the first Roman baths, hammam is 
a secluded place.  

Moorish model of hammam usually takes the form of the complex of rooms inlaid 
with a marble facing, where from one is taking a walk to next. The whole structure is 
formed at the central plan, sometimes takes the shape of a cross. In the middle, the hot 
room beit-al-harara is located, around which smaller rooms are situated radially. The 
increased marble plate, called the "stone belly" is placed centrally. It is possible to sit 
it on, to lie down, to take treatments of massage. Dry heat is supplied here through the 
hot air pipes located under the floor. In the hall there is a twilight, only the a few deli-
cate sun's rays, filtered by small colorful glass holes in the dome, flows into the inte-
rior. From here it is possible to go to the steam room where the hot water drips from 
the ceiling, saturating the atmosphere with water vapor. Here is also the central pool, 
the maghtas. After traditional treatments of massage, stretching out and scrubbing the 
body, one should wash itself with soap, and then rinse using the fountain. For drawing 
cold, refreshing water are used iron galvanized bowls. Finally, one should return to 
the room with the clothes left behind (maslak). There it is possible to relax, to drink 
the mint-flavoured tea, to savour oriental sweets. Religious considerations prohibit 
use of the hammam as the mixed bath. Days of using the bath are set individually for 
women and men. The hammam built in the sixteenth century in Istanbul by Sinan, the 
greatest Ottoman architect, caused a scandal. Never before it happened that under one 
roof was part of the masculine and feminine. 

Another culture for which the bath is practically a religion it is Japanese culture. 
Ethics of the bath is rooted in the souls of the Japanese with the appropriate meaning 
of purity, nature and aesthetics. It is dominant in most areas of their life - art, architec-
ture, literature, crafts. Is related to the preparation and consumption of food. The bath 
has also become a model indicator of family and social organization. The basis for its 
ethics, common to all areas, both now and in the past, is the philosophy of Shinto.  
In Japan, the water is a magical part of everyday life. The attention focused on the 
daily bath is one of those habits that every foreigner quickly notices. Soaking in hot 
water is regarded in Japan as one of the greatest pleasures, which it is possible to en-
joy in countless places. Despite the fact that almost all the houses are equipped with 
bathrooms, every district of the Japanese city is retaining sento, a public bath, which 
has a long tradition. Wealthy Japanese and monastic communities began to open pub-
lic baths for the poor early in the seventh century. Development of the commercial 
bathing establishments occurred at the turn of the sixteenth and seventeenth century. 
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In the nineteenth century, in the capital of Japan there were 600 public baths, which 
were the most popular meeting place. Residents of the city were coming there not 
only to wash, but also relax, talk, have fun.  

The Japanese often talk about "the brotherhood in the nudity," or bath experience 
that brings closer people together like no other. It is a way to meet new friends, but 
also to maintain a sense of community, the interaction of different social classes. 
Business partners and neighbors listing local gossip meet in the bath. Before the Meiji 
period (1868 - 1912), in which Japan opened to the world, the order of the day were 
shared baths for men and women. Suppression of coeducation was introduced only 
under the influence of Western culture and the Christian missionaries. The principle 
of separation of female and male parts of the bath is observed in most of these places 
even today. Only on some thermal water places, bath may be shared between the sex-
es. Thanks to the volcanic origin Japan has over 26 thousand geothermal springs, 
called onsen. The hot spring water has a minimum temperature of 25 degrees Celsius 
and the preferred concentration of minerals. It has a therapeutic effect. Bathing in the 
open air, surrounded by a beautiful landscape, it is a great passion of the people of 
Japan, deeply rooted in the tradition. Contact with nature has always been an impor-
tant element of the Japanese bath. 

Not important whether in a public place, or in their own home, immersion in the 
bath without earlier washing is unthinkable in Japan. In the public baths taps with 
cold and hot water, running at knee height, along the wall on which water drips, were 
used for this purpose. Public baths for this purpose are fitted with taps with cold and 
hot water, running at knee height, along the wall on which water drips. In order to use 
them it is necessary to sit on the prepared small wooden stool. Special bowls are used 
to pour the body. One should soap the body and rinse, and only then go to the evapo-
rating bathtub. Next the bather should sit on the edge and pour the body with the 
bowl, in order to accustom the skin to the boiling water. Only after some time, the 
total immersion and dedication to a relaxing bath are taking place completely. Such a 
bath in Japan is a part of everyday life. The Japanese use it with great passion, satis-
faction and respect, which is reserved for the highest values. 

In Japan not only for mortals, but also for gods the bath is a matter of vital impor-
tance. Water in the Japanese tradition means not only a bodily purity, but also  
symbolic, spiritual purity. In the Buddhist tradition, Buddha's birthday is celebrated, 
bathing the statues in green tea, and main rituals of shintō religion are associated with 
cleaning and water. After escaping from the world of the dead the Izanagi god took a 
bath in the river, which was supposed to wash dirt of the death from his body. Ac-
cording to the tradition initiated by him, before the entrance to the shintō shrine one 
should wash their hands, getting water from the well. Purification rituals are accom-
panied not only all religious ceremonies in Japan, but also many secular customs. Dirt 
is an evil, so it is necessary to get rid of it, best with the help of water and the salt. 
Special “pyramids” of the salt are standing before the entry to many bars. Sumo wres-
tlers also fall salt onto the ring. Water, salt, washing, rinsing, cleaning - it is a Japa-
nese secular and religious everyday life. Every meal in the restaurant, even in most 
second-rate, is preceded by wiping hands with the wet cloth (oshibori) delivered at 
the beginning. 
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Particular attention that the Japanese focus on o-furo, "respectable bath", is favour-
ing them relating to other nations. Statistical Japanese spends every day in the water 
about half an hour, but also longer baths are not uncommon. Soaking in hot water, 
they consider to be one of the greatest pleasures, and even daily o-furo in your own 
bathroom usually is not enough. In spite of equipping flats with bathrooms, the Japa-
nese people visit the public baths, continuing the old tradition. Many persons having 
their bathrooms visit sento or spend their mini-break in one of thousands sources (on-
sen) scattered across Japanese islands. Some of them are ordinary holes in the ground 
or a rock with a modest guest house nearby, other these are famous luxury holiday 
complexes.  

Interestingly, when it comes to aquatic delights of the Japanese, is the fact that 
even a bath in your own bathroom they feel for the pleasure especially sociable. It is 
obvious that they go to onsen or sento in order to stay in a nice group, but also immer-
sion in a bath at home in the company of spouse and children is their greatest plea-
sure. In the bathtub, the vat, or the pool the Japanese people willingly immerse them-
selves in the company of other the Japanese. People, who dressed, in particular avoid 
the physical contact, not allowing themselves even for the gesture of matey patting 
the friend on the shoulder, in sento, whether in onsen without the resistance help him 
to wash the back. Here, all barriers of the status disappear. Japanese bath is an expe-
rience that approaches people together like no other. To sento or onsen you can go 
with friends, colleagues from work or invite a business partner. The common bath is 
also a good opportunity for parents to play with their young children or have a serious 
talk with teenagers. Also pairs do not shun the common bath and often spend their 
first vacation at a resort with hot springs. Inviting the guest from foreign countries to 
the common bath together with Japanese friends is a great honor for him, and in addi-
tion unique opportunity in order to see the piece of the naked truth about Japan. Not in 
vain the Japanese people often talk about the special closeness that creates shared 
bath, or about the “brotherhood in nudity”. 

Great passion for the bath, and especially into a vapor bath, is also characterizing 
the Scandinavian culture. The Finnish proverb says: "when you have already built the 
sauna, you can build the house". In Finland alone saunas is more than in the remaining 
part of the world. Here one sauna falls on the one family. It is suggesting the rank of 
this ancient form of the bath which was brought to Finland from central Asia, through 
Russia, over two thousand years ago. Practices of the steam room were here closely 
associated with the fire worship, typical for the distant, north part of Europe, where the 
winter months, deprived of the sunlight, seem to be infinitely long. Steam bath which 
exactly warmed the whole body, took place in cells, built from wooden beams, some-
times partially buried in the ground. The most important element was a hearth, stove in 
later times. Stones from the river were placed on the hearth, even better if they were 
fragments of volcanic rocks which were being heated up to the redness. Next they were 
being poured with the cold water in order to release the steam. 

In addition to its practical features, a sauna, alluded to many beliefs and predic-
tions. Its name symbolized the maternal warmth and safety and, through its location 
on the edge of the forest, near a river or lake, harmony with nature. Sauna was the 
place of cleaning, but also relaxation and deep meditation. It was important to stay in 
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it with the whole family, or in the company of close friends. The invitation to the 
sauna still is regarded as a great honor. Using it during the evening symbolized the 
end of a working day. Particularly important was the bath at the end of the week, and 
before Christmas, at the Christmas Eve. Now of course, these customs are more fluid, 
but the tradition remained. According to it, entering the sauna it is necessary to be 
dry, although many persons today prefer earlier fast washing oneself in the shower. 
To stimulate circulation and force the body to sweat, the Finns use small bundles of 
birch twigs. They were once one of the basic accessories used in the sauna. When the 
body is already enough sweaty one should leave and rinse them with water. This 
process should be repeated several times. The most important is the last, most profuse 
sweating, which is the result of increasing the temperature and increasing the intensity 
of steam. Cold water must be drawn from a wooden bucket with a special ladle with a 
long, preventing the burn, wooden handle. Then water is poured on hot stones. Ac-
cording to likings it is possible to add to water a few drops of eucalyptus oil. A very 
important thing is lighting the sauna, which should be the weakest. Candles or lan-
terns are the best solution. As soon as you get the feeling of satisfaction (bath time 
depends on the preferences and physical condition), you should wash your body in a 
room for this purpose, using a natural sponge or brush and finish the process with a 
cold shower. In the countryside it is possible to use the lake or a direct contact with 
the snow. Next it is necessary to drain the skin with a rough towel. At the end, you 
can take one more trip to the sauna heat to keep warm. It is also the perfect time to 
satisfy hunger and thirst. 

The Finns cannot live without a sauna and infinite pleasure of experiencing contact 
with heat, water and nature, shared with the family in an atmosphere of peace and safety. 
In order to understand what these few stones on the hearth means to them, it is necessary 
to see the precision of their gestures associated with bathing and to hear the memories of 
childhood, which indicate how their tradition is strong. [1, 2, 5, 6, 7, 10, 12, 13] 

5 Summary 

The bath in the water is a symbol of purification and transition in a religious context, 
as well as a symbol of regeneration and renewal in the secular sphere. Her strength 
and power of rejuvenation and health properties, effective in the treatment of many 
physical and mental ailments, were emphasized and appreciated for centuries. 

The reactions and attitudes towards water, bathing and hygiene practices and  
the range of the needs, requirements and preferences for public health, have cultural 
significance to a large extent. Cultural influences shaping bathing customs over the 
centuries also determined the contemporary form of the public area of hygiene and 
sanitation in various civilizations and ways of using it.  

Islamic culture has developed the idea of an ancient public baths. Practices of the 
hammam, for centuries associated with the law of the Koran, are an integral part of 
modern Turkey and the Arab way of life. 

Other culture for which the bath is like a religion it is the Japanese culture. Ethics 
of the bath survived in the Japanese souls with proper meaning of purity, nature  
and aesthetics. The Japanese often talk about "the brotherhood in the nudity," or bath 
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experience that unites people together like no other. Bathing in public baths sento, 
which is used regardless of their private bathroom, they still believe to be one of the 
greatest companionable pleasures. 

Great passion for the bath, and especially into a steam bath, is also characterizing 
the Scandinavian culture. To this day, the Finns cannot live without a sauna and infi-
nite pleasure of experiencing contact with heat, water and nature, shared with family 
and friends. It is estimated that nowadays about half of the two million saunas in Fin-
land are public saunas (in hotels, holiday houses, by swimming pools). Undeniably it 
is a large number compared to the Finnish population, which amounts to about 5 mil-
lion people. This number shows the important role of the sauna in the contemporary 
life of Finns. Indeed every Finn comes to the sauna once during the week, and in the 
holiday season even every day. [4] 
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